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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to examine the process by which Asian

American women resolve their identity conflict around being Americans of

Asian ancestry, living in a predominantly White society. The general goal

was to findout how these identity conflicts around one's racial membership

are resolved, and what the relationship is between identity conflict reso-

lution and the development of Asian American identity. Since there were

no known studies on the process of Asian American identity development

(RAID), this study was considered to be an exploratory research in this

area. Therefore, instead of specific hypothesis testing, the present study

sought answers to a.set of general research questions: What is the process

by which Asian American identity conflicts are resolved and what are its

salient aspects? What does the identity conflict resolution lead to? What

factors assist the individuals to resolve toeir identity conflict?

As an exploratory study with the desired goal of generating a theory

on the development of Asian American identity, a qualitative research

method was used. The work of Glaser and Strauss (1968) on The Discovery of

Grounded Theory provided the methodological framework. Specifically, the

study utilized an unstructured, focused, individual interview method to

gather the data.

i'

sampl This sample was further delineated into two groups: those who

spent their formative years in predominantly White (PW) ethnic neighbor-

hoods and those who spent the same period in predominantly non-White (PNW)

ethnic neighborhoods. The criterion used for making this separation was

based on self-report. This grouping was made to further examine the in-

fluence of subjects' social environment on the process of AAID. Compara-

tive analysis was made on the collected data.

en Sansei (third-generation Japanese American) women made up the
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Analysis of the data indicated that the process of Asian American

identity development involves five conceptually-distinct stages that are

sequential and progressive. These stages are: Ethnic awareness, White

identification, Awakening to social political consciousness, Redirection

to Asian American consciousness, and Incorporation. In all cases, the

resolution of identity conflict around one's racial membership led to the

development of a positive racial identity as Asian Americans.

In general, subjects' interaction with their social environment

played an important role in affecting the quality of the process of AAID

while the categories remained the same. This effect was most evident in

the between-group differences of the PNW and PW neighborhood samples.

In general, the PNW group's experience with identity conflict

resolution seemed to have been easier, less painful, and less lengthy.

They experienced identity conflict for a shorter period of time and acquired

Asian American identity at a slightly younger age as a grbup. The mean number

of PW sample was 15.7 years, compared with 4.7 years for the PNW sample.
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Statement of the Problem

One of the most cYitical psychological issues faced by Asian Ameri-

cans today'is identity conflict. Conflictin identity can be said to

exist when an individual perceives certain aspects or attributes of him/

herself which he/she rejects simultaneously. In the case of Asian Ameri-

cans,(jt is the awareness of self as an Asian which one rejects in favor

of the White models that are pervasive in our society. The issue here is

not lack of awareness of one's ethnic self but how one feels about and

values that aspect of oneself.*

This phenomenon of 'identity conflict is manifested in a number of

ways, with varying degrees of severity. Asian Americans may experience
--

identity conflict as a belief in one's own inferiority and those of other

Asian Americans, deep-seated feelings of self-hatred, and alienation from

his/her racial self, from other Asian Americans, and/or the society at

large. These experiences of denial and/or.rejection of Asian Americans

contribute toward their negative self-concepts, as well as low self-

esteem, i.e., negative identity. To the extent that a negative self-concept

and low self-esteem are detrimental to one's mental health, identity con-

flicts, as experienced by Asian Americans, have a negative impact and lower

the quality of mental health enjoyed by them.

This experience of identity conflict among Asian Americans is a

direct result of their living in this society which is racist throughout

its major institutions, culture, and value systems (Knowles & Prewitt, 1969).

*Much research done in the area of ethnic identity concludes that a child

between the ages of 3-6 becomes aware of different ethnic groups and

begins to identify with the appropriate one. However, both the minority

and majority children develop preferences for White ethnic stimuli (Clark,

1955; Brand et al., 1974).
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Albeit racism experienced by Asian Americans today is more subtle than

what they experienced in the past, and racism directed against other

racial minorities; nonetheless, its effects can have negative impact on

Asian Americans' psychological well-being (Chin, 1970; Sue & Kitano, 1973;

Sue & Sue, 1971). Various manifestations of identity conflict are, then,

the result of Asian Americans' attempts to make it in the White society,

which for the most part, devalues its racial minorities and considers

people of color to be aliens and foreigners even though many Asian Ameri-

cans are/were born here. Identity conflict as experienced by Asian Ameri-

cans seems inevitable as long as White racism operates in this society,

where being different is synonymous with being less.

There are a number of researchable problems related to such an

important and pervasive psychological issue as Asian American identity

conflict. One of them is lack of a theory that focuses on the process of

resolving this kind of identity conflict.* In other words, there is

much more information available concerning the ways identity conflicts

are manifested, but little data is available on how Asian Americans go

about resolving their identity conflicts. We also know that identity con-

flicts have to be resolved in one way or another and that some Asian Ameri-

cans are able to work through their identity conflicts in such a way as to

achieve a positive self-concept and higher self-esteem as Asians in

America. However, we do not know aboutiihe nature of the process(es)

which led them to that position. The purpose of this study, then, was to

examine the process(es) by which identity conflicts experienced by Asian

*There are some non-process oriented works available which examine Asian

American identity types. Gerald and Stanley Sue's work on Chinese Ameri-

can personality (1973) and M. K. Maykovich's Japanese-American Identity

Dilemma (1972) are good examples.
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American women are resolved in such a way as to lead to the development

of an Asian American identity.

The Study

This waL a qualitative, exploratory study of ten* Japanese American

women who were born in the United States, are Sansei (third-generation

Japanese American), attended secondary schools in the U.S., are of full
)

1

Japanese American parentage, either have attended or are attending a college

or university, now reside on the East Coast, and are between the ages of

20 - 40. Further, half the women spent their adolescence within predomi-

nantly non-White ethnic communities, while the other half came from pre-

dominantly White ethnic communities. A neighborhood was considered to be

predominantly White (henceforth referred to as PW) if there were none or

only one other Asian American family and very few other racial minorities

in the community. Predominantly non-White (henceforth referred to as PNW)

neighborhoods were racially mixed (Blacks, Asians, Chicanos, Whites, etc.)

Subjects were identified through existing contacts the researcher

had within the Asian American community in the Amherst, Massachusetts, area

and through Asian American student associations within t:ie five-college

area which includes.Amherst College, Hampshire College, Mount Holyoke

College, Smith College and the University of Massachusetts. In addition,

an inquiry was sent to the "Asian Women United", an organization based in

*Although ten interviews were conducted, two of these were eliminated at

the point of analysis. One was not included when it was discovered much

later that the subject was a fourth generation Japanese American, rather

than third. The other was excluded due to a malfunctioning of the tapes

during the transcription process. Unfortunately, these two subjects had

spent their adolescent years in predominantly non-White neighborhoods,

leading to unequal split between PW and PNW sample.
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New York city. Once potential subjects were identified, they received

either a letter or a phone call which explained what the study was about

and asked if they were interested in being interviewed. This process con-

tinued until ten women had been confirmed. Thus, the study utilized a

non-probability sampling technique, specifically the quota sample.

In-depth, unstructured, foCused, individual interviews were conducted

to gather data. The focused interview presupposes the subject's involvement

in the social situation being investigated (Sjoberg & Nett, 1960, p. 213).

Likewise, this study assumed that the subjects have experienced identity

conflict over being Americans with Asian ancestry. The purpose of these

interviews was to assess their subjective experience as they encountered

their Asian-ness. (See Appendix A for the interview guide). In length,

the interviews ranged from 2 to 4 hours; and with two exceptions, all were

held in the subject's home. Interviews were audiotaped and transcribed

verbatim for analysis.

The Sample

the total sample ranged in age from 20 to 37 years. The mean age

of the sample was 29.6 years. All subjects came from families where there

was at least one other child. The mean number of siblings among them was

three. With one exception, all subjects' parents were incarcerated in

relocation camps during World War II.

In terms of where they grew up, of the five subjects from predomi-

nantly White neighborhoods, three were on the East Coast of the United

States and two in the Midwest. Of the predominantly non-White sample,

one was on the West Coast and two were on the East Coast. Specific ethnic

8



makeup of the second group was: mostly Bla

7

ck, Chicano and Asian; Black

and Hispanic; and mostly Japanese (Seabrook, New Jersey).

With the exception of the youngest subje

college, all had earned bachelor's degrees. Tw

t, who was a junior in

had advanced degrees.

ctor of Medicine inOne has a Master of Art degree, and another, a Do

Psychiatry. Two of the subjects from predominantly

had completed their bachelor's degree at a universit

White neighborhoods

y on the West Coast.

Again, with the one exception of the undergraduate, a11 were employed in

some form of white-collar work or in professional situa

Appendix B). Lastly, at the time of the interview, all

tions (see

subjects were

involved, to some degree, with Asian American organization

Stages of Asian American Identity Development

s/activities.

The result of the analysis revealed that the process of acquiring

an Asian American identity and its incorporation with the rest of other

identities can be described in five distinct stages.* Furthermore, these

stages are temporal and progressive in nature. There were, however , some

variations in terms of the length of time each subject spent in a gi ven

stage as well as some of the meanings attributed to their experiences.

The five stages of Asian American identity development are, in order:

1

Ethnic awareness, White identification, Awakening to social-political con

sciousness, Redirection to an Asian American consciousness, and Incorporat ion.

*A "stage" represents at least a conceptually-distinct period in subjects'

racial identity development as Asian Americans. Each stage is character-

ized by a coherent set of the components of identity, i.e., self-concept

(includes evaluation and behavior) and meaning attribution (ego identity).

The contents of these, in turn, lead to specific behaviural manifestations

and social consciousness around being an Asian American. These stages then

describe the changes in these components of identity that are involved in

the development of Asian American identity.

9
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Ethnic Awareness (EA)

This was the first stage in the process and occured prior to enter-

ing elementary school. All subjects Knew from early on (around 3-4 years

old) that they were of Japanese descent. Their awareness came primarily

from interactions with family members and relatives. All subjects described

their family relationships as very close. For all subjects, their refer-

ence group at this point was the family.

Subjects' attitudes and evaluations regarding their awareness of

being Japanese Americans varied from neutral to positive. All subjects

from the PNW group belonged to at least one all-Japanese American group

and participated in various ethnic activities. They experienced much

ethnic pride and had knowledge of Japanese culture and traditions. One

specific benefit of such membership was that for specified periods, they

were in a majority situation and experienced attendant sense of security;

and through these exposures, all acquired positive ethnic awareness.

Within the PW sample, two subjects from the Midwest did enjoy similar

experiences, as above. However, the remaining three were on the East Coast

and were pretty isolated from ethnic group experiences. They did not gain

much understanding of Japanese .customs, traditions, etc. Consequently,

- .

they were not sure what it meant to be Japanese Americans, and felt

neutral about it.

Furthermore, during this stage, greater exposure to Japanese ethni-

city was related to a positive self-concept and more clear ego ide City

while less exposure was related to a neutral self-concept and confused

ego identity as Japanese Americans. Despite this, all subjects recalled

this period of their lives as being pleasant, fun and secure.

10
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For most subjects, this stage lasted until they entered school

systems, either kindergarten or elementary. By beginning school, their
....

social environment changed from one of protective, secure home settings

to a more public arena which turned out to be less than hospitable. More

significantly, this change in their social envi onment heralded a period

of increased, significant contact with the White society. This increased,

significant contact with the White society was a critical factor precipi-

tating change in subjects' perceptions of themselves; and consequently,

led them from this stage to the next stage. Lastly, regardless of whether

their previous ethnic awareness was generally positte'or neutral, all were

negatively affected by their increased contact with the White society and

concomitant exposure to racial prejudices of other people.

White Identification (WI)

This was the second stage in^the Asian American identity development

and directly related to an increase in significant contact with the White

society. The beginning phase of the "White identification" stiige was

marked by a strong sense of being different from one's peers. This sense

of being different was gained mostly through painful encounters with the
4--

cther children's repeated racial prejudices, e.g., being the object of

name calling, being made fun of, etc. None of the subjects were prepared

for this kind of reaction to them. They did not understand why it was

happening. None knew how to handle it. Most responded by trying to get

away from the situation and not fighting back.

.
When I was in kindergarten there was this little boy and he

used to come out and machine gun my sister and I (sic) all

the time. He used to say, "Kill the Japs", and then he'd

machine gun us down. My sister and I used to run away from

him and run home crying and that's when we were first told,

that I can remember, to ignore that type of thing or anybody

saying anything to you or doing anything to you.

11
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All subjects suffered through these experiences alone and in silence.

They did not share them with other people. Some tried in vain to figure

out what was going on without much success. However they tried to cope,

the most common response was to personalize their situation. This led

them to believe that somehow it was their own fault. It is easy to under-

stand how this can occur, since there was no proper context in which to
4

interpret their experiences.

I. In terms of that period, did you talk to anybody about
what you were going through?

S. Nobody. I talked to my mom about it years later. I

think I should have, but I felt that it was a syndrome
very much centered around the individual. I really at
that time didn't have consciousness to think that it had k

anything to do with society or race relations. I just

thought there was something really wrong with me.

S. It was a combination of a number of things. Kids at

ghat age, in fact by the time I got to college there
was a tremendous difference, even in Denver in terms of
tie way that Japanese Americans were treated. When I

was in elementary school, there were inevitable comments.
Part of that is the age group, because they're so honest.
Partially the climate gradually changed over the period

of time. At that time the kids would inevitably say
things like, "You look like you were run over by a truck,
what happened to your nose, slant eyes?", and a lot of

otner things. I don't think it was a constant experi-
ence, but thity're the most vivid experiences I remem-
ber in elementary school. It was constant enough so
that I remember sometime during elementary school
specifically thinking about what it was that made me

different. And I couldn't figure it out. At the time
I decided just having black hair, because nobody else
had black hair. Then one time we were playing in a
junk yard and this older-citss girl said something about,
"you Chinaman", and I suddenly broke out in tears. I

can't remember if I ran home, or if I waited and then
went home and told my mother about it. She eventually
told the principal about it. And then the principal

hauled this girl in, and I was called into the office

too. I remember feeling guilty about that, that she
had to be hauled in. So I felt that at the time, it

had to be my fault.

12
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Since none of the subjects understood how and why they were differ-
.

ent, often this new realization made them feel alone and isolated.

I. So you didn't hang out much with your peers or friends?

S. No, I didn't. If I did go to some clubs or organizations,

I felt like an outsider. I-tried to get involved into a
church, and I would become a member of a church. But

again, thinking back now, that resolved someof my loneli-

ness. I embraced it heartily, but I still felt like an

outsider. So even with the group activities there, I did

not feel like I belonged.

This sense of feeling different from other people and not belonging

.anywhere was a dominant theme experienced by subjects for the greater part

of their struggle with Asian American identity.

This period was remembered by most subjects as being a painful time.

It was a period when kheir self-concept began to change from positive or

neutral to negative. TF1e sense of differentness carried a negative evalu-

ation. Being different was bad. Consequently, their ego identities were

centered around being inferior and being at fault and responsible for

things they did not fully understand. Perhaps because it was a painful

period, a few subjects defended themselves by denying differences between

themselves and their peers. In addition, they repressed negative feelings.

The following two quotations from the same subject is particularly illus-

trative of this phenomenon.

I. Did you see yourself as being different from the other
kids, from your peers?

S. I don't think I ever really did. I didn't think I was

different as a person. I wasn't different and that's how
I dealt with it all the way up through high school. People

are just people, some people are fine, some people are
mixed up, and that was cool, and some people are this way
and some people are that way. Some people liked me and some

people didn't.

13
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My mother made 0 comment that when I was in kinder-
garten it had something to do with crayons. I was

one of the few people in class who would take the
flesh-colored crayon and color my faces in and the
teacher called in my mother to discuss this, because
all her kids are doing the same kind of pictures but
me. I'm there coloring all this flesh. I used to
wear down the crayon to a nub; I don't remember that,
but this is what she told me.

Being treated as different and inferior eventually led the subjects

to identify with White people. That is, subjects gradually internalized

the White societal values and standards and saw themselves through the

eyes of the White society. Hence, after the initial phase of the realiza-

tion of being different, the hallmark of the "White identification" stage

was alienation from self and other Asian Alerl7ans. At the same time,

subjects also experienced social alienation from White peers. During this

stage, all subjects had subconsciously internalized overt, positive, White

images, especially regarding standards of physical beauty and attractive-

ness. Hence alienation from oneself was experienced primarily as a nega-

tive self-image focused around physical attributes.

All subjects recalled their junior high and high school periods,

when their peers in general were beginning to take an interest in dating

and using makeup, as one of the more difficult times. Being swept up in

a general atmosphere of heightened heterosexual interests, these Japanese

American women made the inevitable comparisons with prevailing White models

and found themselves lacking. This led to at least a brief period of acute

negative self-image as Japanese Americans.

It was really horrible. At school they used to make this
thing they called the "list" every week. And they would rate
the top ten girls and the top ten guys. I remember that at that
time it was very prescribed. What kinds of guys were sup-
posed to be cute or what kinds of girls were supposed to be

.cute. I remember that the girls were all blonde-haired, blue-

14
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eyed, Surfer types. Every once and a while there would be
an oriental woman on the list, but she was so white-washed

you knew you couldn't be like her. The guys were all surfer

types.. Every once in a while there would be a Chicano on
the list, and there was one black guy who was on the list...
That's the age where people start Waving parties, playing spin

the bottle. I was a big kid more than anything. Here I was

working at the stable after school. I'd just talk to my horse.
I remember going through a real painful period where I really

hated the fact that I was Japanese. I felt that it was the
last thing on earth one should be, if you wanted to be liked

by a guy. I used to go in the bathroom and go in, front of the
mirror and say, I could change everything so I could look the

way I want to look. I'd start at the top of my head and I'd

go- all the way to the bottom of my feet. I would say I'll
do this and that, and everything was basically saying that I

wanted to be White. It was an awful time in terms of that.
4

Thus, critical factors in precipitating this sense of alienation

from oneself were acceptance of White values and standards, the social

practice of dating, and an-increased attention paid to the physical

presentation of oneself. In addition, these experiences of not making the

mark and the attendant negative self-image perpetuated already existing

sense of differentness.

Their belief of being unattractive was often confirmed. by the fact

that they were not asked out on dates. In fact, many did not date during

this period, or did so infrequently. Although their reference group was

White, often they felt socially isolated and, in general, enjoyed little

closeness or meaningful friendships with them. This, then, led many to

feP1 socially alienated from their White peers. Most subjects compensa-

ted for this by becoming involved in formal, organizational roles and
(...

responsibilities within the school as class presidents, class,officers,_

club leaders, editors of year books, etc.

I think being involved in that student office and that sort
of thing served many purposes. That allowed me to feel in-

volved, even though socially I wasn't. I remember some big

social; at that time there were certain sororities and so on.
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In tenth grade I was elected to class office, but then when I
went to'the party for the sorority, I had no social contact:
They were all members of the country club and that sort of
thing. I didn't get into the sorority, and I felt much ill-
at-ease with that'group. In fact, I don't know if its still
true, but my father, an upwardly directed, mobile sort of
person, because he started out with so little, had to earlier
try to get into the country,,c1bb, and they wouldn't take
orientals--that's what they told him. So I never went there
again; I remember feeling uncomfortable about that. At least

I was in student activities, and also academics. They were
the special groups, the advanced placement groups.

In addition, all subjects directed most of their energy toward aca-

demic achievement, which became an important goal to strive for. Achieve-

ments in areas other than social did play a significant role in balancing

out their negative self-concept during this stage. Still, the dominant

self-concept as Japanese Americans was a negative one.

There was a guy who was°the captain of the basketball team,
very popular, Bruce Ryan. He was very cute, and all the
girls had crushes on him, and I had one on him too. For some
reason this guy decided to have a crush on me, too. Wow, the
captain of the basketball team! He'd walk me home every
day . . . We'd talk every day on the phone, and I guess we
were an item; it elevated my social status tremendously.
Besides being Miss Smarty, all of a sudden, J was Bruce Ryan's
girl friend. Then one day we were talking and he told me, you
know something, Ann, one of the things I really like about
you is that you remind me of my mother. I said, why is that?
He said, my mother's Chinese. Everybody had always thought

he was White. All of a sudden it blew everything; for, all of
a sudden, I realized he wasn't real. God darn it, I thought

I'd got a White one. I was crushed; I couldn't believe it.
I wouldn't even speak to him after that . . . Nobody knew that
his mother was Chinese. I was so mad. Because I felt like
either he should have . . . for some reason, it made me feel
ashamed of myself. This was something that he had to wait for,
like two months, to tell me; then how did he feel about it. I

just never wanted to speak t3 him ever again. Nobody knew what

had happened. It was really wild. In a way, it made me feel
worse about being an Atian woman. I felt like it Was something
that this guy had to hide. He wanted his American side to
show through.

While all subjects went through the stage of White identification,

how they experienced it varied. The major variation was around the degree

16
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and the extent of identifying with White people, and can be seen as either

passive or active identification. In active identification, subjects con-

sidered themselves as being very similar to their White peers. Apparent

differences between themselves and Whites were not acknowledged, at least

not on the conscious level. They saw themselves as White and acted as

if they were. They also did not want to be seen as Asian in any way.

My girl friend, she's Chinese, and she really didn't associate
with the Chinese. Like me, she associated more with Caucasians.
I never thought anything about that. That we were both Asian
but yet we were both the same in that we only associated with
Caucasians except for ourselves.

This Black guy asked her out and he said, well, why don't we
double date, and he brought his friend. So we went out to a

function and . . . his friend was Black, too. This guy I was

with, his name is Alhaja. He got into this big trip about the

Third World. That I was Third World and all the Whites were
going to De killed, let's get rid of all of them. I'm supposed

to join this whole movement, and if I don't, I'll be killed along
with the:Whites and all this. We had a long discussion covering
a variety of different topics, and I was getting very upset
because every time I said to him, well can't you just see me as me,

as just a person, and he always said no . . . He said you're a
Japanese woman, and I was so frustrated at that point I said,
well get out of here. If that's all you can see me as, if that's

all I'm worth at this point in time where we've talked all night
and you don't see any other things coming out of me, then leave.

Active White identification often led to repression of negative

feelings and experiences. Subjects in this category had greater difficulty

recalling their experiences during this period.

I question myself a lot on it because it's a part that up-
sets me tremendously so that I can't remember, ,or that I do

not want to remember. I'm blocking it in some"form or manner

in that I do not want to know that. I do not want to deal

with that. Maybe I wanted to be White. I dop't know. Maybe

it wasn't something I was willing to accept of myself, some-
thing I hated so much that I was just blocking it out. It

was not a happy period of my life. I didn't feel that any-

thing would really contribute to anything I did later on in

life. It was a time when I felt college was going to be it.

17
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I had already been told by my mother that dating was going to
be at college. It was like waiting for college because that is
where I was going to experience what everybody was talking about.

Interestingly, all three subjects who experienced the stage of "ethnic

awareness" as neutral rather than positive, actively identified with Whites.

Just as greater exposure to the Japanese community and ethnic activity led

to a positive ethnic awareness and less exposure to neutral ethnic aware-

ness, subjects with neutral ethnic awareness actively identified with Whites,

while subjects with positiVe ethnic awareness experienced only passive White

identification at this stage. Although none of the subjects were protected

from experiencing identity conflict vis-a-vis "White identification",

positive ethnic awareness acquired early on seems to have lessened the

severity of it.

In passive White identification, subjects did not consider them-

selves to be White. They may have experienced periods of wishful thinking

and fantasizing about looking like White people. They did, however, share

in common with the actively identifying group-the acceptance of White

values, beliefs, standards, and Whites as a reference group.

My identification from high school, not so much earlier,

was more White. I never denied or forgot that I was Japan-

ese American, but I know that I didn't emphasize it to my

friends. I remember feeling quite hurt, other people would
come over to my house and be surprised that my parents were

Japanese. They had only seen me so they had got accustomed

to how I looked and fOrgot about my background. They would

come in and be shocked, and I remember feeling very badly

about that. I felt that I didn't push apy aspect of it, but

I never forgot it. I would accommodate to sitbations,around

me. I'm now looking back on things from this standpoint and

seeing that that's really been a pattern.

Through White identification, then, all SubjeCts experienced, in

varying degrees, alienation from White peers. These experiences of feel-

ing separated and isolated, even while being with a lot of people, and a
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sense of not quite fitt)ng in anywhere, were a common bond among all sub-

jects.

I think I felt that I wanted to be part of the group, but I

guess I never felt confident of people accepting me, whether
it was Blacks or Whites. At the time we would attend Asian
functions, the Buddhist church, and I didn't know the other
Japanese because the Japanese community was so spread out. As

far as kids our age, we didn't know too many Japanese. So we
weren't really a part of them either.

There were some inter-group differences worth noting. First was on

the onset of the "White identification" stage. All subjects from the P41:

group experienced "White identification" around elementary school. Among

the PNW sample, with one exception who experienced it around elementary

school (incidentally, from primarily Black and Hispanic neighborhood on the

East Coast), the others did not experience it until junior high school.

Of the PNW sample, those raised in a community where there was a larger number

of Japanese Americans, they seemed to have been able to delay the effects

of their inevitable, significant contact with the White world. So the

critical variable here seems to be exposure to the Japanese American com-

munity rather than the East Coast versus the West Coast.

Second was in terms of the degree of White identification. All sub-

jects from the PNW group experienced passive White identification; the PW

sample was mixed, three active and two passive. The major variable seems

to be the nature of subjects' experience of the."Ethnic awareness" stage.

Those subjects with a positive ethnic awareness to begin with came to

identify with Whites passively--while those with a neutral ethnic awareness

ended up identifying actively with Whites.

The third qualitative difference between the two groups was re-

pression of their negative feelings and experiences. While it is reason-

able to assume that some degree of repression of negative experiences
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exists in both groups, its,presence was noticeably greater among the PW

i

sample. Indicators of this kind of repression were: subjects' inability

to recall their experiences, being troubled by blocked memories, reported

vague awareness of having shelved negative experiences, and use of meta- ,

phors such as a "dead period", "felt numb", "missing limb" to describe

their expiriences. In addition, when the perceptions of subjects' overall

experience of identity conflict resolutions were compared, the PW sample

tended to describe it as being more painful than the PNW sample.

To recap, this stage was marked by negative attitudes and evaluations

of self as Americans of Japanese ancestry, and behaviors which tended to

turn one's back on other Asian Americans; and to some extent, other min-

orities as well. Subjects' ego identities were of being different, sep-

uv-ated, isolated; inferior, and misfits who did not really belong any-

where. This was accompanied by a lack of political understanding, a context

which could enable them to make sense of their experiences. And without

it, none of the subjects were ready to question what it really meant to be

Asian American in this society. Nor were any of them able to make a

connection between their difficult experiences and being a racial minority.

In fact, it is the opportunity to acquire a social political understanding

of their social status which enables the subjects to move out of this stage

of "White identification" and into the next stage.

Awakening to Social Political Consciousness (ATSPC)

It is during this stage subjects acquire a different perspective on

who they are in this society. This new perspective was that they are a

minority in this society, and that they were not personally responsible for

their situation. Although there was some variation as to how this social
/
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political consciousness of being a minority was acquired, it was a criti-

cal factor in facilitating change in their self-concept.

Particularly in the case of the predominantly White adolescent neigh-

borhood sample, a significant event was to change their social environ-

ment in such a way as to increase their potential exposure to the Asian

American population. This change varied from going out to the West Coast

to attend college, where there is a greater number of Asian Americans, to

taking courses Whose student clientele is predominantly Asian American.

Motivations behind making these changes were not always obvious to sub-

jects. In addition, their initial exposure to a group of Asian Americans

often was confusing and uncomfortable. These reactions came partly front

the subjects' own sense of insecurity around their social identity, and

once again feeling like outsiders'--this time, among people who share at

least a common physical appearance.

I. What was disturbing to you about the class?

S. I think it was the fact that I was uncomfortable in it.
There were all these people who looked just like me and
they all seemed to know each other. Everyone seemed like
they were friendly. And meanwhile, no one ever said hel
to me, and I really felt left out. People would make
these dynamite statements in class about.their ethnicity
or background, and I just sat there going "oh wow"; I

didn't know this stuff. I felt very lost. I had nothing
to say about my parents. I didn't know where they w.:re
from. I didn't know what my grandparents had done for a
living. Why didn't I know? How come my parents didn't
tell me this? Everybody else knows. I was very, very
upset; I went back to the dorm, and every week I'd say
a little bit to John and Nancy. John is Japanese. I

would talk to them about the class, because I was getting
more and more upset about it. It finally got to the
point where it'upset them so much that they refused to
talk about it.

However, these exposures to other Asian Americans at least influ-

enced them to begin questioning some of their orientation. But significant
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changes in perspective did not occur until they got involved in political

movements.

For all subjects, becoming involved in political movements were

affected by events occurring in their social environment. Some were in-

itiated into political involvement by either their family members or a

close male friend's interest and commitment in a social-political issue.

The other subjects were influenced by campus politics of the late 60's

and early 70's. They were attending college at a time when student acti-

vism was high and centered around the issues of war, Black studies, and

women's rights.

There was also a variation among the sample in terms of their level

of political involvement. As used here, the range of political involve-

ment included reading and taking courses on racism and the Asian American

experience; being a member of political discussion groups and. women's sup-

port groups; attending demonstrations; helping out on the strike line;

working with community groups on special projects; attending meetings,

etc. There was no one prescribed way to be involved. What was important

was that subjects learned about the plights of oppressed people wherever

there was an opportunity.

Before I returned to college, I was working at the New York
public library, in a clerical-type position. I had felt that

even though I wasn't involved in the movement directly, that
I was around people, working with people, who were the kinds of
people the movement would be concerned about, supposed to be
making changes for. I felt my working with just regular people

was more important. A lot of time when you're involved in a
movement, you're involved with a class of people who are very
educated, who have more means, and who have the time to do those

kinds of activities. They're more privileged in a way because

their perspective is different. Working with, particularly a lot
of women who had to support their families, who had to work, and
being sensitiveoto their needs, I felt like I really tried to lis-
ten to their everyday concerns and how did they respond to things.
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I thought that was a lesson to-me. I didn't feel that I was

missing too much by not going to the meetings, that I was
learning in a different way.

A significant theme among subjects' experiences was that of gaining

initial political consciousness by involvement in at least one of the

social-political movements of the 60's and the 70's, other than Asian

American movement. In other words, most subjects' consciousness of

being a minority came first, before their consciousness about being an

Asian American. Their initial involvements were often in either the civil

rights, anti-war, Black studies, or women's movements.

I. What were a couple of events that happened after high school
that influenced your feelings about or that directed you
toward identifying more as an Asian American?

S. The general political consciousness about race and ethnic
background. First I think it was the anti-war movement,
the Black studies movement, and the women's movement.
Just general consciousness. With the demands for Black
studies, this Asian American student group evolved but
it was more being led in that sense.

In a few cases, the lack of initial political involvement with an

Asian American group was due to a perceived lag in the political consci-

ousness of the Asian American community as compared with other oppressed

groups. They found greater support for their fledgling consciousness

of who they are within other minority groups.

My work mainly was in the Chicano community. I felt strong

about that. I felt that I knew that community more than
other communities. I felt in a lot of ways I didn't like
the Asian ,community. A lot of things about, in particular,
about the Japanese American community. I'd always felt re-
jected by them. I felt that first of all they're a really
prejudiced group. I knew that just within my own family, we
were like the black sheep of the family, the poorest relations.
I saw a lot of these attitudes in the way my relatives treated
Chicano friends, or things that were said in church. We had

a horrible minister at the time. He was a real bigot in a lot
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of ways. Like White people but nobody else, just Japanese and
Whites. A lot of contradictions. I saw people saying things
like, the Chicanos and Blacks have to pull themselves up by
the boot strings like we did. You know, just a lot of shit.
And this I saw also in high school, aside from the one Japan-
ese woman friend that I had, all the other Japanese Americans
were into a tight social clique. They dealt only with, "I'm
going to USC and drive a Capri or a Datsun 280Z" or whatever.
Not politically aware, not spiritually aware, you know, nothing.
They're just aspiring to be Whiter than White and very bour-

geois, and I really rejected that. Consequently I wasn't that
involved with the Asian community.

Irrespective of the variety of levels and sources of acquiring

political consciousness as a minority, this was the stage where subjects

shed many of their previously-held values and attitudes. This sometimes

led to nolitical alienation from White people and the larger society.

I. How would you characterize your behavior toward White
people at this point?

S. At this point, I didn't have too many White friends. Most
of our friends were Black, so there were a lot of anti-
White feelings. I don't think our family ever experi-
enced a really negative relationspip with Whites in
general. It was the political atmosphere that made us
feel alienated from Whites. We would say anti-White
things because we were looking at White people 'n relation
to other people, and in terms of the society. They were
responsible for the oppression of other people and for the
things that were happening in the world. At that time I

put Whites in a general grouping, and they were more the

"enemy". Of course, we always had a number of White

friends. The groups that we were involved with was inte-

grated. I guess I saw them as exceptions. These people

also shared the same political and social philosophies as

we did. All the Whites that we were around, especially
for their age, were really extraordinary. Their sensiti-
vity to other people and just their analysis of the

situation. So we did have White friends, not so much

at school. It was more in the context of our political

involvement. Still a lot of when I was with my friends,
there was a lot of anti-White sentiment.

Through these political involvements, subjects found meaningful sup-

port systems, and at last, a context which enabled them to reinterpret

their past experiences.
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Significant changes occurred during this stage in terms of the sub-

jects' reference group, self-concept, and ego identity. Unlike the pre-

ceding two stages, their criteria for the reference group was the politi-

cal and social philosophy of individuals rather than racial membership.

Subjects' reference groups were made up of individuals whr) are committed

to working on a similar social issue and share the same political philoso-

phy. Although not by design, often these memberships consisted of other

minorities. Their self-concept changed fr)m negative to positive. They

felt good about their new awareness of theivselves as a minority, and in-

volvement in a social-political movement. They no longer blamed them-

selves for their experience of prejudice. Their ego identity was centered

around being a minority, being oppressed, not being inferior, and feeling

connected to experiences of other minorities.

Lastly, the difference between the PW and PNW sample centerer: on

initiation into this stage. All subjects in the PW sample became involved

in it around college years. They were affected by the larger social en-

vironment of campus political activism. Subjects in the PNW sample began

much earlier at the beginning of high school. One exception was the sub-

ject who did not become involved until her junior year in college, which

was in 1963, near the beginning of the civil rights movement. Unlike the

PW sample, the PNW sample was influenced mainly by the happenings of

their own community and their immediate family, and all were initiated

into the civil rights movement.

Redirection to Asian American Consciousness (RTAAC)

Although in the preceding stage subjects had changed their identi-

fication from White to minorities, they had not yet identified with Asian
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Americans. That hurdle was reached at this stage. Their involvement in

political consciousness raising resulted in their feeling better about

themselves, boosting self-confidence and enhancing self-esteem. These,

in turn, became a fertile ground for the development of an Asian American

identity. With the support and encouragement from friends, some of the

subjects felt secure enough to look at their own experience. Others were

motivated to redirect their energy toward Asian Americans by observing

what was going on in other movements.

The movement was the vehicle 'co expres, our concern. That's

when I became concerned with Asian identity. We were involved

in the Black Nationalist movement, and people would talk a lot

about Africa, or about culture, and returning to your tradi ion.

Because most of our friends were Black and changing thei names

to African names, at that point everyone in our family tarted

to think more about being Asian and what that meant. made

us think for the first time about being Asian. At tha time we

had learned the language, but we didn't pursue it, so we never

did learn. Then I started to feel for the first time to be

proud to be an Asian. That was because of the civil rights

movement.

One critical 'step taken, -after the decision to refocus toward Asian

Americans, was immersion in Asian American experience. The form in which

this occurred varied from spending a period of time in the Asian Ameri-

can community, doing a lot of reading on Asian American history, culture,

etc. It was an effort to better unddrstand themselves and their people.

Tne goal was to figure out what parts of themselves are Asian and what

parts are American.

I. In looking back, do you feel like you've gone through
an identity conflict as an Asian American?

S. Absolutely. I think at this point it's a little muddled

because I went through My own identity conflict psychologi-

cally, separation from parents, becoming a more independ-

ent, autonomous adult. This whole sense of being differ-

ent was very much fueled by being a Japanese American

within a largely White community. Then with political con-

.
sciousness, going through trying to figure out who I was

and where.
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I. Where are you? Do you feel like you've resolved that

conflict?

S. No, I'm still working on it. I feel that I would eventu-

ally like to work. in Japan. I would like to spend more

time interacting. I was quite gratified at that Asian

women's meeting. Some of the other women there, first of
aihad described some sort of difficulty communicating
with their grandmother and some sort of difficulty in
having a White boyfriend, and I thought I was the only one!
Then there was this one woman who said for some reason
she got along better with Blacks than Whites, and she
couldn't understand that. I thought, this is amazing,
somebody else feels that way I look forward to more of
that kind of interaction in trying to figure out how I
fit with other Asian women.

In this phase, many subjects experienced going to the other extreme

before discovering what really fit.

I think at the time that I thought more consciously about
being an Asian American,-when I was in high school, that it
made me feel better about myself. It didn't matter so

much whether people accepted you or not. I knew who I was.

I have just as much a right to be here; I wanted people to

see me as an Asian American. There was a point where my sis-
ter and I just fantasized about being just Japanese.

Seeing ;urscives that we had evolved from this Japanese
culture, Saiiurai, and the tradition, we wanted to see our-
selves more as 'Japanese, even though we had, not been ex-

posed to that. It was about the time when a lot of Blacks

were talking about Africa. At that point you're looking at
all those positive developments from that culture. There

was a period in the 60' where there was a lot of cultural

nationalism. After that period, I think I realized that we
were more affected by the American experience than being

Japanese, because we hardly had any of that in our home.
Our whole outlook on life was'much more American than

Japanese. At that point we realized, if anything, that

it's a combination. That was more realistic. We had to
confront the crisis of.not knowing who we were.

vIncluded in this phase was anger and outrage directed toward White

society, which occurred when they discovered and allowed themselves to feel

some of the historical incidences of racism directed against Asian Ameri-

cans. Eventually, some were able to work out of this reactionary phase

and into a realistic appraisal of both themselves and other Asian Americans.
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I. What were turning points in terms of your identifying as
an Asian American person?

S. It happened in stages. One little part was saying, okay,
I'm Asian American; I want to be with people that are like
me, so that was being on the West Coast. Another part was
I am an Asian American, and I want to identify myself or
that part of myself, which was the name. In that same
time period was, I am Asian American, and I'm not those
stereotypes. I am Asian American, and it did happen that
my parents were put in camp, and I'm mad. And that was
a very dreadful thing that happened. Another part was saying
to myself, I really wish I could meet a man who is Japan-
ese, one I could fall in love with, or be really good
friends with, and not feel so alienated from them.

What I also discovered was that I guesser needs got
less driving. I had a need to have fends and to be
a part of something. When I was in that dance troupe,
it was exciting to be around Asian Americans. What I
discovered is that that is a relatively small thing to
have in common, that I had a lot more in common with
people who were Caucasians in some cases. My friends,
who are not Asian Americans, but who had Quakerism in
common with me, or just a lot of other things. It was
good. I accepted that. That just because we're Aslan
American, it doesn't mean we're going to be kindred
spirits. I kind of got it out of my system. I could
talk about it as much as I wanted to.

Self-concept, during this stage, was positive. Subjects felt good

about who they were and proud of being an Asian American. They also

felt comfortable with both parts of themselves (Asian and American).

At last, they felt at home with themselves. One indicator of this shift

in attitude about being Asian American was a desire to relate to other Asian

Americans.

Their ego identity was centered around being an Asian American. Each

subject had her own definition of what Asian American identity meant to

her. However, common themes among these meaning attributions were: know-

ing they belong here and having a clear political understanding of what it

means to be Asian American in this society, and no longer seeing themselves
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as misfits. Lastly, the mean age at which Asian American identity was

initially a:quired is 22.6 for the PNW group and 25.2 for the PW group.

In the context of America, it's a good feeling to have an
Asian American identity, finally. Until we got to that point,

we didn't know where we fit. We weren't Black, we weren't

White, we weren't Japanese. Having an Asian American identity
means that you share an experience that other Asians experi-
ence. It's a positive side to your makeup.

Incorporation (I)

This was a stage where subjects were able to related to lots of dif-

ferent groups of people without losing their own identity as Asian Ameri-

cans. Probably the critical factor in this stage is confidence in one's

Asian American identity which came out of having, gone through phases within

their "redirection to an Asian American consciousness" stage. Because they

had a clear sense of who they were in this society, their identity was not

threatened by prevailing White values. They had a realistic appraisal of

all people: White, Asian American, and other minorities. Subjects at

this stage did not experiente the driving need to. either identify with or

against White people.

I'm finding that Quaker meeting is important to me these days.
I grew up in this meeting, and I've been home for almost a year

now. Pve been going more and more, making my own friends

there. I feel like I'm all the way there. I'm all the way my

own person. But I can't talk about Asian American things

with those people so- easily. They might understand, but they'd
understand from the outside, if they understood. Some of them

I wouldn't even want to try talking to about it. I don't have

that driving need any more. I don't need to put all my eggs

i that one basket.
4

I don't have to find all my comfort in one place. I don't

have to say to myself, I have to be comfortable as an Asian
American, as a woman who identifies with feminism, as Quaker,

as an East Coaster versus a West Coaster, in this one place

right now. But I feel comfortable in all these areas with

different people.
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They realized that being an Asian American is important but not

their only identity. Their reference group varied depending on the par-

ticular role they were in at a given time. Socially, none dated exclus-

ively members of one racial group. However, of those who were married

and at this stage, one was married to an Asian American and the other

to a Black man. The hallmark of this stage was the Asian American identity

bleuding in with the rest of the individual's identities. At the time of

the interview, all subjects from the PNW group seemed to be at the "In-

corporation" stage, while the PW sample was mixed. See Table 1 for

between group differences.

Overview*

Earlier, identity conflict was defined as a situation where an indi-

vidual perceives certain aspects of him/herself which he/she rejects si-

multaneously. It was also stated that in the case of Asian Americans,

it is-the awarpess of oneself as Asian which one rejects in favor of pre-

vailing White models. Data from the present study supports this general

definition. As speculated, there were important variations as to the

degree, length, and manifestation of identity conflict. The following is

a listing of some of these manifestations of identity conflict, as experi-

enced by the sample: considering oneself as White, wanting to look like

White people, disliking one's physical appearance (e.g., eyes, nose, etc.),

shunning other Asian Americans, believing in Asian American stereotypes

(especially regarding Asian American men), seeing oneself as unattractive

and not datable,experiencing shame and embarrassment over being Japanese

American, refusing to deal with being Japanese American or perceiving

oneself as being such, having low self-image, seeing oneself as a misfit,

and not wanting to associate with Japanese food, culture and relatives.

*See Table 2 for stages of AAID 30.
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It is important to clarify here that the subjects' conscious aware-

ness of identity conflict was often vague and fleeting ini,D4ture. It was

not experienced as a constant, sharp sensation. ThriTpartly due to the

proper workings of the individual's normal psychological defense mechanism,

which often submerged more painful periods and events. In addition, at

the beginning of the identity conflict period, the awareness which caused

conflict was more a generalized sense of being different from peers and

not specifically linked to being Asian. Obviously, the reason for their

being singled out was racially based. However, the subjects did not make

a clear link initially.

The cause of identity conflict was not from a specific aversion to

aspects or attributes of one's Asian self. It was rather a reaction to

being exposed to, and an internalization of, White racism while not under-

standing its dynamics. Therefore, the experience of identity conflict ends

when subjects acquired new information which led to a different perspective

on their situation. For the purpose of analysis, the period of identity

conflict was considered to be during the "White identification" stage.

The present data also suggests that the process of resolving the

identity conflict occurs over a period of time, in progressive, identifiable

stages, and results in acquisitl6nof an Asian American identity. Further-

more, the nature of the subject's social environment and the availability

of certain information played an important role in this process of

identity conflict resolution.'

All subjects reported having gone through some period of identity

conflict. The duration of this varied. Subjects also varied in terms

of how they perceived the process of Identity conflict resolution. For
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some, it was a very painful process over a long period of time. For others,
(

it was less painful. But all perceived the process as involving progres-

sive steps.

However difficult these experiences might have been, they unanimously

believe that results of their struggle have been rewarding, enriching,

and empowering.

It took a long time. Painful. But in the end, it was worth-
while. I feel like, that if I didn't get all. the way through,
and I don't know that I'm all the way through to the other end,
but more and more knots are coming undone. And the more knots
that come undone, that are off, the better; because I feel like
a person with an amputated limb when I think back to that time.

And I knew it. There was a whole part of me that was numb,
that I couldn't find. It's like being a cripple or something.
It didn't feel good. So I'm really glad.

Lastly, all subjects felt that there was a direct relationship be-

tween resolving their identity conflict and acquiring an Asian American

identity.

Piscussion

In general, identity conflict experienced by these women mainly

centered around the period before and during adolescence. It is also a com-

mon knowledge that this is a difficult time for most people, often sym-

bolized by struggles with personal identity issues. .An obvious question

is kw does the experience of this sample compare with'those of other

adolescents? One source of comparison is with Erikson's, The Life Cycle of

Identity (1963, 1968), especially his stages four and five, which include

the period of early school age and adolescence.
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Erikson's stage four examines identity issues of school-age indi-

viduals where the primary goal is said to be task identification. This

fourth stage begins in the life of the individual when he/she enters some

form of formal education (nursery school, elementary school, etc.), and

there is danger of falling into feelings of inferiority. Erikson believes

this stage to be socially the most decisive (1968, pp. 124-126). This is

the period of industry which involves working beside and with other people.

It is also a time of first learning about the division of labor, contents

of the larger culture, and how to manipulate it. In short, this is the

period when the larger society comes to have a significant impact on an

individual's life. In addition, Erikson (1968, p. 124) writes:

Where he finds out immediately, however, that the color of his
skin or the background of his' parents, rather than his wish and
will to learn, are factors that decide his worth as a pupil or
apprentice, the human propensity for feeling unworthy may be
fatefully aggravated as a determinant of character development.

indeed, the analysis of the data generally corroborates this impact

of larger society on individual subjects. This is evident in the initial

phase of stage two of Asian American identit:, development, "White identi-

fication." One critic"' factor in this phase was increased contact with

the White society as the .subjects entered school systems. Their experiences

of being at the receiving end of others' prejudices are painful evidences

of Erikson's quote, although none was consciously aware of this dynamic.

Thus, for most subjects, the danger of inferiority potentially experienced

by individuals during this stage became a reality. And this sense of in-

feriority was based not on their inability t.i identify with task and

industry; but rather on treatments they received from others because of

the color of their skin and their ethnic background.

,
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Erikson's stage five (1968, pp. 128-132) covers the period of adol-

escence and also shares some similarity with the "White identification"

stage. According to Erikson, the danger of this stage is identity and/or

role confusion. Individuals experience the pressure to decide on a future

career and direction which is aggravated by the tumultuous tides of

puberty. Their primary concern during adolescence is what they appear to

be in the eyes of other much more than what they feel inside themselves.

Certainly, subjects in the present study seemed to have experienced

similar pressures during the "White identification" stage. All subjects

expressed academic achievement as important goals during this period of

junior high and high school. However, they also experienced painful periods

of negative self-image, derived primarily from comparisons of themselves

to prevailing White models, suggesting a greater concern for their appear-

ance.

Erikson believes the universal danger of role/identity confusion

during this stage often leads to defensive reactions of "over"-identification

with heroes. He further states that it is not unusual for-this over-

identification to be compounded by previous strong doubts of one's ethnic

identity. A period of White identification experienced by all subjects can

be seen as a result of this kind of "over"-identification with heroes. In

oar society, where manifestations of White racism are pervasive, heroes and

role models are White people. It causes little wonder to discover that

these Asian Americans experienced a general over-identification with White

people. Similarly, the difference in terms of severity of White identifi-

cation does seem to be related to a previous evaluation of one's ethnic

awareness. Analysis confirmed that subjects with previous positive ethnic awareness

were passive in their White identification, while those with neutral ethnic
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awareness actively identified with Whites. Once again, the potential

danger of identity confusion was a reality for these subjects.

Erikson states that a related defensive reaction to role identity

confusion is an extreme in-group/out-group behavior of adolescents. In

their effort to protect themselves against identity loss, individuals can

be cruel in their exclusion of others who are different from themselves

and manifest a great amount of prejudice. An analysis of subjects'

experience during the "White identification" stage also revealed a common

theme of social alienation from their peers. This theme of felt social

alienation may be derived from being on the receiving end of the others'

defensive reactions against identity loss.

What is evident in this cursory comparison between Erikson's stages

four and five of the life cycle of identity and stage two of Asian American

identity development is that, at least during the period of school age

and adolescence, categories of identity problems of the present sample are

similar to those of the general popCation. However, their experiences

of these categories seem to be significantly influenced by the existence

of White racism in Jur society. More importantly, a primary reason for

their negative experiences seems to be due to their racial minority status.

Another issue needing further explanation is the progression throu9:.

the five stages of AAID. Specifically, what factors enabled the subjects

to move forward and what might happen to those who do not have access to

these.

Things that enabled subjects to move from one stage to another can

be seen as facilitating factors. Primarily these factors function by in-

fluencing their self concept. Especially with the onset of the "White
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identification"stage, the subjects' self concept is negative, which is

also the beginning of-the identity conflict period. The presence of too

many painful eAperiences and the simultaneous lack of personal resources,

support systems, or alternative points of view, contribute to the subjects'

inability to move out of their oppressive reality. Facilitating factors

act to provide some of these resources that had been lacking. These in

turn come to have a positive effect on the subjects' self roncepts. Their

being able to feel secure and better about themselves lead to their ability,

as well as willingness, to examine more painful and difficult issues.

Therefore, some degree of positive self concept as a racial minority is

imperative for the development of ALian American identity.

The major category of facilitating factor is information. This is

further divided into ethnic or political information. Ethnic information

includes exposure to tie Japanese American community, culture, tradition,

and the Asian American experience in the United States. In the beginning,

ethnic information influenced both the evaluation and the clarity of one's

ethnic identity. This was evident in stage one of the Asian American

identity development, where the amount of exposure to Japanese American

ethnic information determined how subjects would feel and value their

ethnicity. Subjects who had greater exposure to ethnic information felt

positive about their ethnicity, while subjects with little or no exposure

were neutral about their ethnic background.

Evidently, the amount of information in terms of cultural heritage

and background is important in helping to establish a base of positive

ethnic awareness. Therefore, the first stage of Asian American identity

development can be seen as the foundation stage, which influences the

quality of the individual's experience throughout the process. This
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relationship between the nature of ethnic awareness (neutral or positive)

and the experiences of other stages of Asian American identity development

was poignantly illustrated by the second stage, "White identification".

Individuals with positive ethnic awareness experienced the "White identi-

fication" stage less severely, as illustrated by their passive involvement.

On the other hand, individuals with neutral ethnic awareness were actively

involved in White identification. It seems that individuals with a

neutral ethnic awareness lacked a strong commitment to their ethnic heritage and

were, therefore, more susceptible to strongly identifying with Whites.

The reader will recall that cthnic information again plays an im-

portant facilitating role during the later stages of AAID. The immersion

phase is an example of this and is a necessary step in the development of

Asian American identity. Pertinent to these later stages of AAID is

ethnic information, no only in the form of a specific cultu-al heritage,

but also in the general history of the Asian American experience in the

United States.

As used here, the nature of political information is the awareness

of the dynamics of White racism. It is this kind of political awareness

.
that enabled subjects to move out of the "White identification" stage.

Prior to gaining political information and consequent alternate perspec-

tives, all subjects were affected by the effects of White racism. This is

especially visible around the experience of negative body images. These

negative images are the result of the subjects' unconscious internalization

of society's oppressive messages regarding non-White people. Clearly

the subjects did not consciously choose to feel bad about themselves.

Rather, it is due to the functionally domesticating effect of oppressive

reality (Freire, 1974). That is, oppressive reality absorbs those within
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it and thereby act to submerge one's consciousness. And as long as one i

%

_

is a captive within this oppressive reality, no changes are possible. This
%

,

is why the acquisition of relevant political information is a necessity.

How, then, does the awareness of White racism bring about change?

It facilitates ci..ange from "White identification" through two major means.

First, the new awareness leads to a realistic assessment of one's social

position, i.e., a clear realization of the existence of societal blocks

and the futility of trying to " pass" or to strive for acceptance within

the White world. It is a realization of being stuck.

Secondly, the political awareness of White racism provides alternative

perspectives. The alternative perspective is in terms of the re-interpretation

of one's experience, as well as the belief that things could be different.

Prior to the"Awakening to social political consciousness" stage, subjects

blamed themselves for their negative experiences. They were unanimously

seen as resulting from personal failings. An alternative perspective here,

then, is to know tat these negative experiences are societally based rather

than personal. This realization releases the individual from unnecessary

guilt andfeelings of inferiority. Similarly, by providing a different

analysis of the past and present situation, political awareness also facili-

tates the generation of new solutions to old problems which lead to a belief

that changes are possible.

Another alternative perspective gained is the discovery of a differ-

ent reference group other than White people in general. Individuals began

to realize that they were not alone in being oppressed and found that there

were people who will accept them as they are. For many subjects, this was

the first time they did not fe'el-like an odd person. This new reference
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group tended to be of a group of people who shared the common concern

of dealing with White racism and other forms of oppression. More often

than not, they were members of other minority groups.

Political information thus facilitates a change from White identi-

fication by enabling the subjects to name and to understand their world

as they have experienced it. Freire (1974, pp. 100-101) considers this

as a first step toward freedom. He goes on to say:

Only as this situation ceased to present itself as a densP,
enveloping reality or a tormenting blind alley and men can
come to perceive it as an objective problematic situation- -
only then can commitment exist. Men emerge frbm their submis
sion and acquire the ability to intervene in reality as it is

unveiled. Intervention in reality--historical awareness it-
self--thus represents a step forward from emergence, and results
from _re conscientization of the situation.

Let us know discuss what might happen to those without access to these.

It is possible for an Asian American to be stuck in one of these

stages depending on his/her social environment. For example, a person may

remain in stage one, "Ethnic awareness", if he/she is raised and living

in a predominantly Asian ethnic community having little direct contact

with the larger society, and if the community does not have significant

level of social political activism. These individuals may have a strong

sense of their particular ethnic identity, but not a racial identity.

That is, they may not have a consciousness of societal ramifications of

being a racial minority, nor identify with other Asian ethnic groups.

Most likely they will not identify with the struggles of other racial

minorities either.

Individuals may also get stuck in White identification stage if

they do not have access, particularly, to political information. Although
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the present sample is college educated, this is probably not a necessary

conditior in order to move out of this stage. However, they must have

access to similar types of information. Clearly, for the majority of the

present sample, being in college made accessing easier due to greater

learning opportunities. On the other hand, types of opportunities avail-

able in college campuses are a variable, depending on the dominant insti-

tutional politics and the general political climate of the larger society.

The effect on subjects' experiences of the social political events of the

60's arid the 70's is a clear indication of this link.

Equally relevant is the notion that college education is not a

sufficient condition for moving out of the "White identification" stage

because individuals can choose what learning opportunities they'll partici-

pate in. Through a selection process, it is possible for individuals to

not be exposed to political information as defined in this paper. No

data is available from the present study to hypothesize as to reasons for

individual variations in this regard. Phenomenologically, it is"evident

that there are many Asian Americans whose dominant stage seems to be in

the "White identification".

It is also possible for individuals to remain in stage three and

not move on to stage four, "Redirection to Asian American consciousness."

This is mainly a function of the availability of specific information

and learning opportunities on the Asian American experience. Equally

critical is the availability of other Asian Americans at a similar con-

sciousness level to effect this move. It is probably difficult, if not

impossible, to develop a collective consciousness and identity in a

vacuum o# r, in isolation from other Asian Americans. As noted earlier,

all subjects were involved to some degree in Asian American organizational
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activities at the time of the interItiew.

Lastly,, the major implicatiOn of this,study pOints to educational

communities. Current findings support the value and importance of inclu-

ding non-White ethnic studies in the overall curriculum. For members,

these can play a critical role in enhancing their self-conCept and devel-

oping clear social identities. Relatedly, the positive effects of

"opting truly multi- cultural curriculum to improve the quality of educa-

tion and promote individual growth is also suggested. In addition to

courses on cultural heritage, our educational opportunities should include

courses on,minority group experiences in America and on White racism

awareness.

The timing of these learning opportunities is also important. An

ideal period to offer these courses is to start in elementary school.

Courses on basic racism awareness and minority group experiences should

be offered in junior high and high school as an integral part of American

history.

Future Studies

As an exploratory research, the present study has beericspccessful

in its goal of generating a theory on the development of Asian American

identity. Appropriately, however, the study raises more questions than

provide answers. Such as, will the process of AAID be the same for other

Asian ethnic groups; or even other generations of Japanese Americans.

What about the sex difference? That is, do Asian American men experience

the same process of identity development? Do the effects of White racism

affect the identity development process of Asian Americans similarly

regardless of their gender? During the process of interviewing, some
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tangential information about male siblings of subjects did emerge which

indicates that Asian American men's experience may be different, if not

in kind, then at least in quality.

If the effect of White racism is a primary factor negatively influ-

encing the normative identity development crises of Asian American individuals,

how long does it take for an Asian American to be thusly affected by

racism? That is, will the experience of AAID be the same for all genera-

tions of Asian Americans? Or will there be differences between foreign-

born and Rative-born Asian Americans?

What kinds of identity conflict issues arise for Asian Americans who

are from interracial marriages? Now do they resolve them? And what is

the product of that resolution? Another promising area of restudy seems to

be the effect of the social environment on AAID, vis-a-vis the effect of

different types of neighborhoods during the formative year:. Also, what

about those Asian Americans who are not college educated? What is their

experience like?

All these questions are potential topics for future studies in the

area of Asian American identity. What is evident is that beyond auto-
,

biographical essays and poems, not much inforation is available on the

process of AAID. The present study should be considered only as a very

beginning point. Its purpose is to open up inquiry and dialogue around

the issue of AAID and to stimulate more research in the area.
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TABLE 1: BETWEEN GROUP DIFFERENCES

Predominantly White Predominantly Non-White

Years of identity
conflict

1211 13 14 24

M = 15.7 years

15 3 8 3

M = 4.7 years

Beginning of
identity conflict

Ele.1 Ele. Ele. Ele. Ele. J.H.S.2 Ele. J.H.S.

Beginning of

ATSPC3

Co1.24

1973

Co1.2 Co1.2 After
Col.

1979 1973 1973

Co1.4

1968

H.S.26 H.S.1 Co1.3

1972 1964 1963Year

Approximate age of
initial A.A.I.6

21 20 25 31

M = 25.2 years old
29 21 20 27

M = 22.6 years old

Age present 26 20 30 37

M = 29 years old
32 24 31 37

, M = 30.6 years old

1Ele. = Elementary school
2J.H.S. = Junior high school
3ATSPC = Awakening to'Social Political Consciousness
4Col. = College 2 = Sophomore 4 = senior 3 = junior

6A.A.I. = Asian American identification
611.S. = High School, 2 = Seond year in High School, 1 = First year in

High School
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TABLE 2: STAGES OF AAID

Stages
Items

Ethnic
Awareness

White
identification

Awakening to Social
political consciousness

Redirection to
A.A. consciousness Incorporation

Social
environment

home, family,
Japanese groups

Public arena, school
systems, heightened

heterosexual activ-
ity and interest

social political
movements, campus
politics

Asian American
community

general

Critical
factor

Exposure and parti-
cipation in Japanese
ethnic activities

increased contact
with White society,
acceptance of White

values and standards

gaining political
conciousness on
being minortiy

immersion in Asian
American experience

firm A.A. identity,
need to be whole

.Self-concept < positive
> neutral

negative
self image, partic-
ularly body image

positive

as minority
,

positive
as Asian
American

positive
as a person

Ego Identity

--

< clear as person of
Japanese heritage

> less clear of
of meaning_

being different,
misfits, inferior,

isolated, personally
responsible

minority, oppressed,
not inferior, not
personally respon-

Bible

Asian American, sense
of belonging, proud

whole person with
Asian American as i

portant but not the

sole identity
----------------
people in general,
vary with role situ
tion

blending of Asian
America f identity w

the resit of individ
identities

Reference

Hallmark of
the stage

family White people society
in general

individuals with

similar social
political philosophy

Asian Americans
especially those at
similar levels of
identity development

discovery of ethnic
awareness

realization of
differentness,
alienation from self
and other Asian
Americans, and social
alienation from
Whites

gaining new political
perspective, socio-
logical imagination
(change from personal
to social perspec-
tive)

personal and cultural
exploration, appre-
elation of A.A.
experience

Jean Kim U1981

may

1th

als'
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Appendix A: Interview Guide

Demographic Characteristics:

When were you born, where? Where were your parents born,

mother? father? What generation of American are you? How

many siblings are in your family? Where do you live now?

What is the racial and ethnic composition of your present

community? What is your occupation? What is your level of .

education?

Community Characteristics During Childhood and Adolescence:

Where did you attend school (elementary, junior high, high

school)? What was the racial and ethnic composition of these

schools? your neighborhood? How would you describe the area

where you grew up?

Experience During Adolescence:

How would you characterize your adolescent years? What were

some of the significant events or crises as you recall during

this period? How did you resolve them? Who were the signifi-

cant people in your life at that time? What was your relation-

ship to them? What was your perception of their feelings and
expectations of you? How did you react to these? What did

you do? What beliefs and/or feelings did you have about these

people who were important to you? What beliefs and/or feelings

did you have about yourself? Your peers? What ethnicity w're

the majority of your friends? What were your goals dying

this period?

Experience of Identity Conflict:

Did you ever consider yourself as "different" from the other

kids? How? When did you first realize. you were different

from other people? flow did you feel? What did you thirik?

What did you do? What effect did tl4is event have in your life,

your feelings about yourself, your family? Were there other
critical events that you recall .in terms of your encounter with

your Asian -ness? What were your goals during this period? What

did you think of Asian Americans? How did you feel about being

an AsiariAmerican during this time? In what ways did these

feelings translate into liehavior? How would you characterize

your behavior toward Whilbs, members of other racial minorities,

with other Asian Americans? When did these change? What was

the event? What did you think, feel, do? Who were your role-

models and significant people in your life? In what ways did

these people impact on your attitude and behavior about your-

self? Did you ever wish that you were not an Asian American?

How come? Do you believe that you have to adopt any White

values in order to make it in this society? Do you feel that
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you have had to reject any of your family's values in order to

make it in this society? What were they? Did your parents
ever convey to you hOw they felt about being Asian Americans?

What did you feel? How was this conveyed? In what ways would
you say these events, behaviors, attitudes of yours represent
identity conflict over being an Asian American? How were you

able to resolve these identity conflicts? What did you do?

Political Consciousness:

Were you ever aware of any of your family members having en-
countered discrimination because of their ethnicity/race?
How did they deal with them? Do you believe that you have
ever experienced discrimination because of your race? When

did you first begin to see yourself as a racial minority? Who

or what werthe person(s) or event(s) that helped you to gain
this perspective? What political movements have you been in-
volved With? How did that happen? Wpat has been your relation-
ship tol, the civil rights and the Black movement of the 60's?
What was happening to you at this time? What was happening to
your community and society at large? Do you consider yourself

a feminist? In what ways? What do you know about the Asian
American movement? What do you think about the Asian American

movement? What effect do you think your involvement in other
political movements has had on your attitudes about being an

Asian American woman?

Asian American Identity:

Do you identify yourself as an Asian American? What does it
mean to you to have an identity as an Asian American? Has this

meaning changed over the years? How? What do you think are

the contents of an Asian American identity? How are tney ex-

pressed behaviorally and atAtudinally? Would you say there
is a relationship between resolution of identity conflict as an
Asian American and acquiring Asian American identity? What is

the relationship? WhAt do you view to he significantly differ-
ent about your background and experience which allowed you to
develop an identity as an Asian American woman? What do you

like and appreciate about yourself? How do you feel about your-

self in general? Could you describe what it is about you per-
sonally which has made it possible for you to develop a posi-
tive self-concept as an Asian American woman? In looking back,

are there one or mere significant events that you feel played
a crucial role in your achievement 7W Asian American identity?
How would you characterize your overall experience in achieving

an Asian American identity? What would have been helpful to

you in this process?
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Appendix B: Demographic Profile of the Sample

Adolescent Community (A.C.)

Predominantly White

A.C. Location East East East Mid-West Mid-West

Age M=29.6 20 26 3C 32 37

# of siblings M=3 3 2 1 2 4

,)Parents in camp yes yes yes no yes

Own family* S S S S M(2)

Cbllege degree Process BA BA BA+ BA
location East East West West East

Occupation**

* S = Single M = Married

** S = Student .P = Professional

S P P C P

() = Number of children S.P. = Single Parent

C = Clerical white collar

Predominantly Non-White

West East East

Black, Chi- Black & Japanese
cano & Asian Hispanic

24 31 37

3 5 4

yes yes yes

M S.P.(1) S.P.(1)

BA. BA+ BA

East East East

P C P
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